The CRISPR/Cas9 system has emerged as a powerful tool for targeted genome editing in 19 plants and beyond. Double-strand breaks induced by the Cas9 enzyme are repaired by the 20 cell's own repair machinery either by the non-homologous end joining pathway or by 21 homologous recombination. While the first repair mechanism results in random mutations at 22
the double-strand break site, homologous recombination uses the genetic information from a 23 highly homologous repair template as blueprint for repair of the break. By offering an 24 artificial repair template, this pathway can be exploited to introduce specific changes at a site 25 of choice in the genome. However, frequencies of double-strand break repair by homologous 26 recombination are very low. In this study, we compared two methods that have been reported 27
to enhance frequencies of homologous recombination in plants. The first method boosts the 28 repair template availability through the formation of viral replicons, the second method makes 29 use of an in planta gene targeting approach. Additionally, we comparatively applied a nickase 30 instead of a nuclease for target strand priming. To allow easy, visual detection of homologous 31
recombination events, we aimed at restoring trichome formation in a glabrous Arabidopsis 32 mutant by repairing a defective glabrous1 gene. Using this efficient visual marker, we were 33 able to regenerate plants repaired by homologous recombination at frequencies of 0.12% 34 using the in planta gene targeting approach, while both approaches using viral replicons did 35 not yield any trichome-bearing plants.
Gene targeting (GT) means integration of foreign DNA into a cell's genome by homologous 39 recombination (HR; Paszkowski et al., 1988) . GT has been a long-term goal for plant 40 scientists since it allows modifying an endogenous gene in planta or integrating a transgene at 41 a specific position in the genome (Puchta, 2002) . GT is easily achieved in lower eukaryotes, 42 such as yeast, or the moss Physcomitrella patens, because they include foreign DNA 43 predominantly through a highly efficient HR pathways. However, GT is not easily achieved in 44 higher plants, since they integrate foreign DNA via illegitimate recombination through the 45 non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway (Puchta, 2005) . A simple introduction of a 46
DNA donor molecule with homology arms (HA) only led to frequencies of 10 -4 to 10 -6 GT 47 events per transformation event in higher plants, such as tobacco and Arabidopsis (Lee et al., 48 1990; Offringa et al., 1990; Miao and Lam, 1995; Risseeuw et al., 1995) , making GT 49 impractical for most applications. Nevertheless, GT frequencies in higher plants can be 50 increased by two orders of magnitude by inducing double-strand breaks (DSB) in the target 51 locus with sequence specific nucleases (SSN, Puchta et al., 1996) . SSN are proteins that can 52 cleave DNA at predefined sequence motives. The first generation of SSN, including 53 meganucleases, Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFN), and Transcription Activator-like Effector 54
Nucleases (TALENs) recognized DNA by protein-DNA interactions, which required rational 55 protein design for every target sequence (Voytas, 2013) . The most recent addition to the SSN 56 has been the CRISPR/Cas9 system (Cas9 system). 57
Cas9 is an endonuclease of the bacterium Streptococcus pyogenes that generates DSB in DNA 58 (Doudna and Charpentier, 2014) and that recently has become the SSN of choice for genome 59 editing and GT. Cas9 became so popular because, in contrast to other SSNs that recognize 60
DNA sequences through protein-DNA interactions, Cas9 is guided to its target site on DNA 61
by complementarity matching of a single guide RNA (sgRNA, Jinek et al., 2012) . The RNA-62
based targeting system makes Cas9 easily programmable towards a selected target. Therefore, 63
the Cas9 system has been used extensively by numerous laboratories to edit plant genomes 64 . Additionally, mutation of one of the two endonuclease sites of Cas9 65
resulted into a Cas9 nickase, which introduces only single-strand nicks in the plant genome 66 . 67
SSN-generated DSB are lethal for the cell and must be repaired by dedicated protein 68 machineries. Two major repair pathways can be distinguished: NHEJ and HR (Puchta, 2005) . 69
Most DSB in higher eukaryotes are repaired by NHEJ (Sargent et al., 1997) , a pathway that 70
involves direct re-ligation of the DSB ends (Gorbunova and Levy, 1997; Dueva and Iliakis, 71 2013), making it an error-prone process. This process can be exploited to introduce random 72
small indel mutations at a DSB site and has been used extensively to knock-out gene 73 functions with SSN (Bortesi and Fischer, 2015). In contrast, HR repair pathways use a 74 homology template (HT) to repair a DSB and are therefore of high potential for GT. In the 75 conservative synthesis-dependent strand annealing pathway, which is the most prominent HR 76 pathway in plant somatic tissues (Puchta, 1998) , DNA ends are resected to create 3' 77 overhangs. One 3'-end can invade into a homologous sequence forming a loop-structure and 78 copy the sequence from the HT DNA. After release from the loop structure, the single strand 79
can reanneal with homologous sequences on the opposite side of the DSB, leading to 80 conservative repair without sequence information loss (Steinert et al., 2016 seeds were directly sowed on soil and the plants were grown in the green house after three 133 days of stratification at 4 °C. 134 135
Generation of a homology repair template for reparation of the ten nucleotides deletion 136 in the gl1 gene 137
We designed a homology repair template (HT) containing a codon-modified version of the 138 missing 10 bp. The 10 bp (CTGCCGTTTA) were flanked by homology arms (HA) 139
complementary to the genomic regions adjacent to the cutting site of Cas9 in the gl1 gene. 140
The HA consisted of 813 bp and 830 bp, respectively. Both homology arms contained a single 141 nucleotide exchange within the homology region to distinguish two-sided true GT events 142 from one-sided GT events combined with NHEJ mediated repair pathways (Schiml et al., 143 2014) . After a short linker sequence, the sequence of the sgRNA recognition site including the 144 protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence followed. The HT was synthesized at GeneART 145 (ThermoFisher Scientific) and integrated in the vector backbone pMA-RQ (GeneART). The 146
resulting vector was named pFH95. 147 148
Cloning of a binary T-DNA repair vector for in planta gene targeting repair approach 149 We made use of the binary T-DNA vector pDE-Cas9, containing an Arabidopsis-codon- Arabidopsis U6-26 promoter for sgRNA expression, the sgRNA scaffold and BbsI-sites for 153 subcloning of the protospacer sequence . After digestion of pEN-C1.1 154
with BbsI-HF (NewEngland Biolabs), we inserted the target sequence 155
(AAGAGATGTGGGAAAAGAGA plus an additional guanine as first bp for transcription by 156 the U6-26 promoter) using two annealed primers FH210/FH211 (Table S1 ) resulting in vector 157 pFH89. We then digested pFH89 with MluI-HF (NEB) to extract the sgRNA cassette and 158 ligated it into MluI-HF-digested pDE-Cas9, thereby creating the vector pFH99. We amplified 159 the HT from pFH95 using primers FH278/FH279 (Table S1 ) and performed Gateway® BP-160 reaction with pDONR 207 (Invitrogen) resulting in vector pFH122. LR reaction (Invitrogen) 161
of pFH99 with pFH122 led to the assembly of the IPGT repair vector pIPGT-Nuc. 162 163
Generation of binary T-DNA repair vectors for viral replicon repair approach 164
For the viral replicon repair approach, we amplified the viral components from BeYDV 165 necessary for replicon formation from the vector pZLSLD.R (Baltes et al., 2014) using 166 primers FH217/FH218 (Table S1 ) and cloned the PCR product into pDONR 207 (Invitrogen) 167
via BP reaction. This vector (pFH83) was then digested with PmII (NewEngland Biolabs) and 168
BsaXI (NewEngland Biolabs) to remove the original HT from Baltes et al. (2014) . We PCR-169
amplified the GL1 HT from pFH95 using primers FH240/FH241 (Table S1 ) and inserted it 170
into the digested pFH83 vector by Gibson® cloning (NewEngland Biolabs), resulting in the 171 vector pFH84. The final viral replicon nuclease repair construct pVIR-Nuc containing Cas9 172 nuclease, the sgRNA cassette directed against the gl1 gene and the HT was then cloned by 173
Gateway® LR reaction (Invitrogen) of pFH99 with pFH84. 174
For the viral replicon repair approach using the Cas9 nickase, we used the MluI-HF-extracted 175 sgRNA cassette from pFH89 and ligated it into MluI-HF-digested pDE-Cas9-D10A (Fauser et  176 al., 2014) resulting in the vector pFH103. LR reaction of pFH103 with pFH84 led to the final 177 viral replicon nickase repair construct pVIR-Nick. 178
The sequences of the vectors pIPGT-Nuc (accession number xxx), pVIR-Nuc (accession 179 number xxx) and pVIR-Nick (accession number xxx) are accessible on GenBank. 180 181
Plant transformation 182
Agrobacterium tumefaciens, strain GV3101::pMP90 was transformed with the vectors 183
pIPGT-Nuc, pVIR-Nuc, and pVIR-Nick. Floral dipping (Clough and Bent, 1998) was used to 184
transform Arabidopsis gl1 plants with the three constructs. Kanamycin (pFH136) and 185 glufosinate (pFH114, pFH135) were used for selection of primary transformants. 186
Furthermore, leaf genomic DNA was isolated from surviving plants via isopropanol 187
precipitation (Weigel and Glazebrook, 2009 ). The presence of T-DNA insertion was verified 188
by PCR using primer pairs FH190/FH223 (pIPGT-Nuc) or FH223/FH265 (pVIR-Nuc, pVIR-189
Nick, Table S1 ).
191
Detection of the Cas9 gene in plants 192
Presence of the Cas9 gene in plant genomes was verified by PCR on leaf genomic DNA using 193 primer pairs amplifying specifically the Cas9 gene (FH313/FH314, Table S1 ).
195
Verification of viral replicon formation 196
Formation of circular viral replicons was verified in T1 generation plants by PCR using leaf 197 genomic DNA and the primers FH266/FH271 (Table S1 ).
199
Detection of Cas9-mediated gene repair 200
For verification of HDR events on genomic level, leaf genomic DNA was isolated via 201 isopropanol precipitation (Weigel and Glazebrook, 2009 ) and the region of interest in the gl1 202 gene was PCR-amplified with proofreading Q5© polymerase (NewEngland Biolabs) using 203 primers FH214/FH215 (Table S1 ). The obtained PCR amplicons were analyzed directly by 204 Sanger sequencing (Macrogen) or subcloned into pJET1.2 (ThermoFisher Scientific) and then 205 sequenced. 4Peaks software (Nucleobytes) and SnapGene Viewer (GSL Biotech) were used 206 to analyze sequencing histograms. 207 208 RESULTS 209 210
Selection of a visual marker for testing gene targeting events 211
In a previous study, we established trichome formation as efficient visual marker to monitor 212
Cas9 mutagenic activity in Arabidopsis (Hahn et al., 2017) . We used a CRISPR/Cas9 213 approach to generate a T-DNA free glabrous Arabidopsis mutant that contains a deletion of 214 10 bp in the master regulator gene for trichome formation, GL1. This 10 bp deletion disrupts 215 the reading frame of GL1 and leads to a premature stop codon. Homozygous mutant plants 216
show almost no leaf and stem trichomes ( Fig. S1 ). We decided to use this mutant line as a 217
model system to test Cas9-based GT in Arabidopsis. Cas9-induced cleavage in combination 218
with homology directed repair can be used to integrate sequences of choice into a genomic 219
region. If we successfully reintegrated the missing 10 bp into this mutant line´s genome, we 220
would expect restoration of leaf trichome formation. Since the mutant line was created by 221 CRISPR/Cas9, a PAM sequence was already present at the site of mutation and the predicted 222
Cas9 cleavage site (3 bp upstream of the PAM sequence) matched the desired integration site 223
for the missing 10 bp ( Fig. S1 ).
225
Selection of a gene targeting system and design of related constructs 226
HR is more efficient in plants if the HT is available at the site of the DSB (Baltes et al., 2014).
227
If the HT is delivered as T-DNA, which integrates randomly into the genome, it might not be 228 available at the DSB site for the DNA repair machinery. Thus, we comparatively analyzed 229 two methods to enhance the availability of the HT at the DSB site. 230
The first method was developed by Baltes et al (2014) in tobacco calli. This method increases 231 the availability of the HT by including it in small circular geminiviral replicons. 232
For the repair of the gl1 gene, we accordingly created a single T-DNA vector, (Fig. 1A Cas9 nuclease ( Fig. 2A ).
244
To further explore the potential of this method, we additionally generated and tested a 245 complementary vector pVIR-Nick in which the Cas9 nuclease gene was replaced by a nickase 246 gene ( Fig. 1B) . DNA nicks trigger HR without triggering the competing NHEJ repair (Fauser 247 et al., 2014) . NHEJ repair interferes with HR because it induces random indel mutations that 248 destroy the sgRNA target site and make it unsuitable for homology directed repair. By using 249
the Cas9 nickase, we expected to increase HR efficiency. 250
The second method, developed by Fauser et al. (2012), is called IPGT. This method increases 251 the availability of the HT by releasing it from the T-DNA backbone using the same SSN that 252
creates the DSB in the target region. Therefore, we designed the vector pIPGT-Nuc (Fig. 1C) , 253
in which the HT is flanked by the same sgRNA target site that is used to create the DSB in the 254 gl1 gene (Fig. 2B) . 255 256
Plants transformed with pVIR-constructs form circular viral replicons 257
We transformed Arabidopsis gl1 plants with either pVIR-Nuc, pVIR-Nick, or pIPGT-Nuc and 258 selected three independent T1 lines per construct. Though we did not detect trichomes on the 259 leaf surface of any T1 plant, we wanted to verify that the viral components were indeed 260 producing circular HT in the T1 plants. Thus, we performed a PCR using primers that only 261 yield a product in the circularized version of the HT but not in the linear T-DNA ( Fig. 2A ).
262
We detected PCR products in the plants transformed with pVIR-Nuc and pVIR-Nick. PCR 263 fragments for plants transformed with pIPGT-Nuc, which do not generate replicons ( Fig. S2 ), 264
were not obtained.
266 T2 generation plants show spots of trichomes on leaves 267
We analyzed several hundred plants from the progeny of each T1 plant for trichome 268
reappearance. While we could not detect plants that fully recovered trichome production on 269 leaves, we found several plants from the IPGT approach that harbored spots of trichomes 270 (Tab. 1). These spots ranged from two trichomes on a single leaf of the plant to large spots on 271 several leaves (Fig. 3A) . In contrast, using the viral replicon method, we only detected one 272
plant with a single trichome in plants transformed with pVIR-Nuc, which implements a full 273
Cas9 nuclease to trigger HR. Plants transformed with pVIR-Nick ( Fig. 3A) , which 274
implements the Cas9 nickase, did not form any trichomes on their leaves. 275
We isolated gDNA from leaf trichome spots of three IPGT plants (the single trichome on the 276 pVIR-Nuc plant provided not enough plant material for gDNA isolation), amplified the gl1 277 gene, subcloned the PCR product and sequenced 42 clones. While most clones still contained 278
the gl1 sequence with the 10 bp deletion, we detected various indel mutations but also the 279 integration of the codon-modified 10 bp HT, which restored the wildtype amino acid 280 sequence of the GL1 gene ( Fig. 3B ). This chimerism on genotype level was in line with the 281 highly chimeric phenotype of the leaves. 282 283
Fully regenerated trichomes were detected in plants of the T3 generation 284 We harvested seeds from the chimeric T2 plants and analyzed ~ 200 progeny T3 plants of 285 each T2 plant. In most cases, the progeny plants were glabrous or just contained single 286 trichome spots. However, we detected three plants (frequency: 1.5 %) in the progeny of the 287 highly chimeric IPGT plant (Fig. 3A , left) with fully regenerated trichomes (Fig. 4A ). We 288 amplified the gl1 gene from those plants and sequenced the PCR product. Two of the three 289 plants showed clear peaks corresponding to the 10 bp insertion but also peaks corresponding 290
to small indel mutations (Fig. 4B, Fig. S3 ), indicating that only one of the two alleles was 291 repaired by HR. In the third plant, we detected the expected 10 bp insertion not in the 292 sequencing histogram but in 5 out of 15 sequenced clones of subcloned PCR product (Fig.  293  S3D) .
295
The repaired GL1 allele segregates in a mendelian way 296
In genome edited plants, while the editing nuclease (Cas9) is active, it is hard to distinguish 297 between somatic and heritable mutations. The three plants that fully recovered trichome 298 production were still carrying the Cas9 gene ( Fig. 4C) , which was likely still active. Thus, we 299
confirmed in those plants that the 10 bp insertion is indeed heritable and not somatic by 300
Mendelian segregation analysis. We analyzed the offspring of the three T3 plants displaying 301
trichomes and counted the amounts of trichome-bearing and glabrous plants in the T4 302
generation. If one allele was indeed repaired by HR in the whole plant and the other one not, 303
we would expect a Mendelian distribution of the trichome phenotype with a ratio of non-304 glabrous:glabrous plants of 3:1. Indeed, the progeny of all three plants did not deviate 305 significantly from the expected 3:1 ratio as calculated by chi-squared test (χ 2 ; P > 0.5, Tab. 2). 306
Sequencing of 125 progeny plants from all three T3 plants with or without trichomes revealed 307 that the trichome phenotype was always associated with at least one repaired GL1 allele, 308
while the glabrous plants mostly contained various small indel mutations (Fig. S3 ). Among 309 the 125 sequenced plants, we detected 30 plants that showed a homozygous insertion of the 310 10 nucleotides according to the sequencing histogram (Fig. 5 ). The small indel mutations 311 found in glabrous plants or in heterozygous non-glabrous plants were in many cases not 312 consistent with the indel alleles found in the progenitor plants, indicating that only the 313 repaired GL1 allele was already fixed in the T3 generation and that the other sequenced allele 314
in the T3 plants was caused by somatic mutations in the leaf used for gDNA extraction. This 315 putative chimerism in the T3 generation plants corresponds to the presence of more than two 316 sequence peaks in some of the sequencing histograms of the T3 parental plants (Fig. S3 ).
317
In summary, we screened between 2,200 to 2,500 plants containing the gl1 repair constructs 318
pIPGT-Nuc, pVIR-Nuc, and pVIR-Nick, respectively, over three generations. Using the viral 319
replicon approach, we could not regenerate non-glabrous plants. Using the IPGT approach, 320
we were able to detect three stable GT events in the T3 generation with one functional GL1 321
allele. 322 323 DISCUSSION 324 325
Trichome formation is a marker for mutagenic efficiency 326
The Cas9 system has become a valuable and efficient tool for genome modifications in plants 327
(Arora and Narula, 2017). However, while random mutagenesis in plants by error-prone DSB 328
repair through the NHEJ-pathway has been successfully applied in many studies (Liu et al., 329 2017), introduction of targeted mutations and gene knock-ins by GT remains challenging. 330
To explore the efficiency of two systems that have been described to induce HR in plants, we 331 used a Cas9-generated trichomeless Arabidopsis mutant (Hahn et al., 2017) . This mutant 332 contains a 10 bp deletion ( Fig S1) in the GL1 gene, which leads to a premature STOP codon. 333
The trichome phenotype (Fig. 3 ) allowed easy selection of transformed plants, which were 334 likely to produce completely repaired offspring (Fig. 4) .
335
An important aspect of our marker system is that DSB repair has to occur via HR and not via 336 NHEJ to induce trichome formation. Small indels of 1-2 nucleotides generated by error-prone 337 NHEJ might restore the open reading frame (ORF) of the gene, but at least three amino acid 338 residues are still missing in the MYB-binding domain of the GL1 protein, which are critical 339 for protein function (Hauser et al., 2001) . As NHEJ mediated repair of DSB rarely results in 340
insertions of more than one nucleotide , it is highly unlikely that NHEJ 341 mediated repair can restore trichome formation. Consequently, in a large-scale screening of 342 glabrous and non-glabrous T4 plants (Fig. S4 replicons to active the HT (Fig. 2) . In a first approach in Arabidopsis, they aimed at inserting 355 a short DNA sequence into an endogenous gene by GT using a HT, which was activated by 356 replication in recombinant bipartite cabbage leaf curl virus genomes. While GT events could 357 be detected on somatic level by PCR, the authors did not report inheritance of the GT While the initial experiments with the full virus demonstrated that GT using viral replicons 365
can be achieved in Arabidopsis, no further studies reported the use of deconstructed replicons 366
in Arabidopsis. We were also unable to detect GT events in form of trichome regeneration in 367 2,334 analyzed plants from three independent lines transformed with pVIR-Nuc except a 368 single trichome (Tab. 1, Fig. 3 ). One possible explanation could be that the sgRNA that we 369 used did not allow efficient DSB induction in the target locus. Since we generated successful 370
GT events with the IPGT approach, using the same sgRNA, which requires efficient Cas9 371 cutting for HT activation, we do not consider this as likely. As we detected high frequencies 372
of NHEJ mutations next to GT events while sequencing T4 generation plants (Fig. S4) , we 373
conclude that our sgRNA is highly active. It could be possible that replicon formation is not 374 efficient in Arabidopsis in contrast to other plant species. However, BeYDV infects 375
Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 1997) . Thus, replicon formation should be possible. We furthermore 376 detected efficient replicon formation on DNA level in T1 plants (Fig. S2 ). Another option 377
could be an Arabidopsis-specific discrimination of the repair machinery for circular HT as 378 these do not occur naturally in the plant nucleus. 379
Differences between plant species with handling of foreign DNA molecules have already 380 been observed in Arabidopsis and tobacco Arabidopsis than in other plants.
388
In contrast to most of the studies using viral replicons, we did not include the SSN in the 389 replicating unit. Baltes and colleagues (2014) reported comparable GT efficiencies if the ZFN 390 was part of the replicating unit or not, and similar results were found in a Cas9-based 391 approach in tomato (Čermák et al., 2015) . However, it might be possible that a high amount 392
of SSN is more critical in Arabidopsis. 393
Donor architecture might also account for variable efficiencies in GT. We used HA with a 394 length of app. 800 bp, which is in the range of the most successful GT studies so far ( other experiments of our group with a different target gene (unpublished data), we actually 408 could detect GT events using PCR-based approaches on somatic level at low frequencies but 409
we were also unable to regenerate inheritable events Taken together, these data indicate that 410 viral replicons allow GT only at low frequencies in Arabidopsis, which contrasts with the 411 considerable success in many crop species. Further experiments are needed to unravel the 412 reasons for these differences so that this promising technique might also be applicable in this 413 important model organism.
415
Cas9 nickase is not improving HR events in combination with viral replicons 416 We tested whether Cas9 nickase can induce GT at higher efficiencies than Cas9 nuclease as 417
proposed by Fauser et al. (2014) . We only applied the Cas9 nickase in combination with the 418 viral replicon approach, since IPGT needs a nuclease to release the HR template. We did not 419 detect GT events in form of trichome formation on any plant (Tab. 1). However, when we 420 combined the viral replicon approach with a Cas9 nuclease, 421
we also detected only a single putative GT event in ~2,300 plants screened (Tab. 1, Fig. 3 ).
422
Therefore, it is likely that the viral replicon approach does not trigger GT in 423
Arabidopsis, independent from its Cas9 variant. 424
However, besides the initial report of Importantly, only somatic mutations were quantified and information on the regeneration of 430 stably mutated plants was not provided. It has been observed earlier, that GT efficiencies 431 increase if target locus and donor construct are located on the same chromosome (Fauser et  432 al., 2012). In the GUS experiments described above, target locus and HT are directly adjacent, 433
which possibly explains the successful HR events. In our case, the HT integrated randomly 434
into the genome and even after replicon formation, the replicons still had to "find" the nick 435 site to be available for HR. Supporting this hypothesis, other studies detected lower GT 436 efficiency when using nickases compared to nucleases (Ran et al., 2013; Čermák et al., 2017) .
437
In a recent study, Cas9 nickase was used in combination with viral replicons to repair a 438 dysfunctional GUS gene in tobacco. Using two sgRNAs to create adjacent nicks, a 2-fold 439 increase in GT was observed (Čermák et al., 2017) . However, paired nicks on different DNA 440 strands in close proximity are considered to induce a DSB with single strand overhangs 441 . Thus, it is questionable if nick HR repair pathways were indeed 442 responsible for the successful GT in that study. In human cells, DNA nick repair via HR 443 occurs 8 times more frequently on the transcribed (non-coding) DNA strand, probably due to 444 stimulation by the transcription machinery (Davis and Maizels, 2014). The Cas9 nickase used 445 in our study only contains a functional HNH-cleavage domain so that the nick is created on 446 the non-coding strand. However, whether the strand preference in plants is comparable to that 447 in human cells remains to be elucidated and might provide a possibility to enhance HR 448 frequencies.
449
In The in planta gene targeting approach allows regeneration of stable gene targeting 465 events in Arabidopsis 466
The IPGT approach, which excises the HT from the T-DNA backbone by a SSN (Fig. 2) , has 467 been used successfully in Arabidopsis. By the application of the I-SceI meganuclease a GUS 468 marker gene was restored (Fauser et al., 2012) , and by the application of the Cas9 system a 469
resistance cassette was integrated into the ADH locus (Schiml et al., 2014) and a GFP gene 470
introduced into the TFL1 locus (Zhao et al., 2016) . In contrast to these previous studies, we 471 did not exploit an artificial marker gene but restored the gene function of the endogenous GL1 472
gene, using trichome formation as direct read-out for GT events. 473
We detected spots of trichomes ranging from single trichomes to fully covered leaves in T2 474 generation plants (Fig. 3, Tab. 1) . Other studies reported similar chimeric GT spots using 475 GUS staining (Fauser et al., 2012) . The T2 plant, which showed the highest level of 476 chimerism (Fig. 3 ) produced offspring plants with WT-like trichome patterning. We therefore 477
conclude, that the trichome phenotype can be used to select for plants, in which GT 478 efficiencies are enhanced and which are candidate plants for production of stably mutated 479
progeny. This enhancement can have several reasons. The location of the T-DNA, which 480
contains HR template and SSN gene, in the plant genome likely has influence on GT and 481 close proximity of repair template and DSB locus seems favorable (Fauser et al., 2012) . 482
Similarly, we found differences in the frequency of chimeric T2 plants depending on the 483 parental T1 line (Tab. 1). It is therefore highly recommended to start with as many 484 independent transformation events as possible, in contrast to screening a lot of progeny plants 485
from few primary transformants (Schiml et al., 2017) .
486
T2 plants might be homozygous or heterozygous for the T-DNA insertion. It has been shown 487 that the heterozygosity state of the HR template influences recombination frequencies (Puchta 488 et al., 1995; . Indeed, since all three plants, which completely restored 489 trichome formation in the T3 generation ( Fig. 4, Fig. S3 ), contained the Cas9-T-DNA cassette 490
and also produced only T-DNA containing offspring, it is likely, that the parental T2 plant 491 contained already two copies of the repair template. Crop improvement usually requires the 492 creation of marker-free plants. Thus, more screening effort might be needed to detect T-DNA 493 free GT plants.
494
It has been reported that one-sided GT events can occur during repair , in 495
which one side of the of the DSB is repaired by HR and the other strand is repaired using the 496 stably integrated T-DNA as template. This can lead to integration of large parts of the HT, 497
which finally results in a NHEJ-mediated ligation of the repaired strand and the loose end of 498 the DSB. To detect such events, we had added single bp exchanges in both HA. Our 499 sequencing results of our repaired GL1 alleles did not contain these bp exchanges, which 500
indicates that we achieved true GT events. 501
In previous studies the frequencies of GT events using IPGT in Arabidopsis ranged from well to our GT frequency of 0.12 %. The single bp exchanges in the HA, which allowed us to 504 detect true GT events, might explain the slightly lower efficiencies in our experimental 505
approach. Additionally, efficiencies in Cas9 experiments are difficult to compare due to use of 506 different sgRNAs (Peng et al., 2016) . 507 508
Further options to enhance GT 509
In this report, we identified three stable GT event out of ~2,500 Arabidopsis plants screened 510 across three generations using an IPGT approach. In principle, a GT event at such frequency 511 could be detected exclusively by PCR and without a phenotype based screening. However, we 512 achieved such a high frequency because we were able to select parental lines prone to GT by 513 phenotype. Therefore, it might still be desirable to increase GT efficiencies if no visual 514 marker is used for GT detection. In general, it is advisable to test sgRNA efficiencies in 515 protoplast systems before using them in stable plant transformations as efficient induction of 516 DSB is a prerequisite for successful GT (Puchta et al., 1993) . 517
Higher GT efficiencies of ~5.5 % have been achieved in Arabidopsis protoplasts using single 518 stranded oligonucleotides as repair template (Sauer et al., 2016) to exchange specific 519 nucleotides in a fluorescent protein to change its emission spectrum. However, single stranded 520
oligonucleotides are not suitable for knock-in of larger DNA fragments or whole genes due to 521 size limitations and are not transformed via Agrobacteria. For targeted exchange of a single 522 bp, the use of base changer Cas9 provides an attractive alternative to HR-mediated repair 523
processes. In this approach, an inactive Cas9 is fused to cytidine deaminase, which converts 524 cytosines to uracil without DNA cutting (Komor et al., 2016; Zong et al., 2017) . Recently, an 525 adenine base editor Cas9 has also been described (Gaudelli et al., 2017) . While mutation 526
frequencies of up to 50% can be achieved using base changer Cas9, this approach cannot be 527 applied for gene knock-ins. 528
In general, protoplast transformation seems to yield higher mutation frequencies compared to 529
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation ( In this report, we applied the Cas9 system to induce GT events in Arabidopsis. The HT 557 needed to be activated by an IPGT approach. We were able to stably introduce a short DNA 558 sequence into an endogenous gene and the inserted sequence was transmitted through the 559 germline into the next generation. The high GT efficiency allows to use GT approaches also 560 in marker-free approaches in which GT events need to be detected by PCR. Thus, we 561
conclude that Cas9 mediated GT in combination with IPGT is a powerful tool that has high 562 potential to become routinely applied in plant research in the future. Trichome formation as 563 marker for editing efficiency proved to be a reliable system to compare different GT 564
approaches. We suggest that the GL1 gene can be used for optimization of Cas9 replicons. The presence of viral replicons can be detected by PCR using primers that only 813 generate an amplicon on the circular replicons but not on the T-DNA (green arrows). The HT 814
can then attach to the DSB site in the gl1 gene induced by Cas9 due to homology between the 815 HA and the genomic regions next to the DSB (purple). Repair of the DSB by HR will then 816 lead to integration of the 10 bp, which restores the ORF. pVIR-Nick functions accordingly, 817
except that Cas9 nickase only induces a DNA nick in the gl1 gene. (B) The HT in the T-DNA 818 of pIPGT-Nuc is flanked by the same sgRNA target site that is present in the gl1 gene. 819
Expression of Cas9 will therefore simultaneously target the gl1 gene and release the HT, 820
which can then attach to the DSB and function as repair template. verified the repair of the gl1 gene by amplifying the gl1 gene and sequencing the PCR 836 amplicon. Double peaks appeared at the site of Cas9 cleavage hinting at a chimeric or biallelic 837 mutation, the peaks corresponded to an insertion of the ten bps (red) from the HT and to an 838 adenine insertion. Sequence of the dysfunctional gl1 gene is given on top of the sequencing 839 histogram for comparison. Peak colors: Adenine = green, cytosine = blue, guanine = black, 840 thymine = red; PAM sequence underlined, premature STOP codon marked in green letters.
841
(C) Presence of the Cas9 gene in the three non-glabrous plants was detected by PCR using 
